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Introduction

It is a- plea,sure and an honor to be.a part of this

significant Conference hohoring otfr most prolific and

prophetic scholar-artist, W.E.B. DuBois.

,Such a pconference on the American Black offers us

an excellen:: opportunity core-examine and re-emphasize.

some of his ideas and,strategies. As Joyce Ladner has

.staced,so -
-*

Blacks are SI' a juncture in histbry that'

has been unprecedented fot its necessity

to grope With and clarify and define the

status of our existence in American society
(Tomorrow's Tomorrow, p.4.)

We now hamekore black people in traditional

.13

positions of pdwer than any time since the eConstruction.--

more -elected officials at, every level, especially in the

South -- mayors, school sunxintendents, college 'presidemts,

-. deans, faculty at all sorts colleges and universities. As

%.

o black scholarst we have an obligation to pr9vide- these

people with new akguments, differenc rationaleS, more

accurate data, better theories acrd hypoCheses so thbt they

will have a basis' on which to develop new, and hopefully

more effective, policies and programs.

,

.. .'
.

I offer my. remarks toward that end.
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Let me begin with sever-al quotations that 1 feel

will provide the..frame of reference and backgroond for

my remarks entitled: A Re-Definition of Black Folk;

Implications for Educativ.-,

*

First, The Negro is a sore of seventh son, born

wiE6 a veil, anti gifted with second sight

fir this American world, a world which
yields him no .true self-consciousness, but
only lets lam see himself through the
revelaficin of'the other world. It is a

peculiar sensation,-tbis double=consCidus=
.ness this sense of always looking at one's

self through the eyb-s of others, of
measuriagsbne's soul by the tape of a

world that looks on in amused contempt and

'pity. One ever feels his two-ness,,-- nn -

American, a Negro: Two souls., t%4o thoughts,

two unreconciled strivings; *two warring

ideals in one dark liody, whose dogged
strength alone keeps it from being torn

=

asunder. ..

7 4

The history of the American- Negro is the-

history of this strife, this longing to

attain self-conscious manhood, to'nierge

his double sell into abetter and: truer -

self. "In'chis merging he wishes neit.ber

of the older selves to be lost. He would

not Africani.4 America, for America has too

much to teach the world and Africa. He

would not bleach,his Negro soul in a flood.

of white Americadism, tor he knOw,s,, that

Negro blood has a message for the-world.

1[e simply wishesioto make it possible fora
mgt to be both a Negro and an American,
without being cursed and spit upon by his

fellows, without having tike doors cif

opportunity closed roughly in his-face.
(DuBois, Souls ok Block Po Lk,

lip. 16-17)-

4



Second,

Third,

V "

They (that unfortunate race) had for tmore

_than-a Century before been regarded as beings

of an _in-Eerier order, andAatogether.udfit,to
associate with the white race, either in

social or political relations: and so for
inferior, that they had no rights ,which the

white man was bound to respett; and that the

negro night justly and latifully be, reduqed
to §lavery for his-'benefit.' lie was bought

.and sold,.hnd treated as an or-lainary article

of merchandise and traffic-T, wbeuever a profit *
could.be-made by'it. This opinion was at that

time (i.:eL. sighing of tLe.Constitution) fixed
and universal in the, civilized portion, of the

white face. .

'(tired Scott decision, quoted_'
in Blaustein and Zanirando,,

Tod'ay, 'education is perhaps the most important
function,of state and local governments. Com-

pulsory school" attendance 1"51.5s and,the great

expenditures for education both demonstrate

our recognition of the impoftance .of ed'ucatio'n

to our democratic society. It is required in
o.

the performance of ,our most b_ public
responsibility, even service in'the armed fo'rces'.

It is the ver5-, foundation of;tood citizenship.
Today it is a principal instr;ttment in awakening

the child=tp gultural values, in- prieparing him

for later professional trarming-, and in_helping

"him to adjust normally to his enVironmene. 'In
thbse days, it id doubtful that any child may
rkasonably be expected tosucceed in life, if he

is denied the opportunity of an edudation.
Such an opportunity, where the state has undet-

taicen to provlde it is aright which must be_

made - available -to all on equal terms,..

We;cOnclude tifat irk theo field 'of pu'blic

Ehe doctrine of. 'separate but equal has no.

place; Separate educational facilities are

inherently unequal.
(Brown decrsion, quoted in.
Blaustein and Z-angrando, p. 436)

5 0,

-
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Fourth; . ... it behooves the 'edmsarorS-to first recognize

that the.putpose. of-any educafionbi system
within a society It to- be supportive of its

culturai philosophy ,,.
-

-

The birth and developMent of. this notion. has

been the direct conse"quence of th'e.Euro-American

culture, the ,yitalrty-0C its institi4ions'and-Lne
successful recip -rocal relatiaVship between

0 inftitutions and -!tire dominant constituency. .A

chief socializing, agent for V16-Arrierica Was -

been the' public school lystem. The function

of the educatlon system has been to imbue in

Eurp-Americang the virtues of;1individualism,1

--rtrs'ob-v-i-ou-st-bax_t_he se ilatlUes are and have
1dembcraty;' and a

always- been` -- taught -by the schools as a eaarta:t-e-------
..

from the AmeVican economic SysteM,%.whick figs

been the -dominant force and,thus-most efficacious

entity within the culture.
(Gerakd Thomas, -in Black Scholars

on Higher Educati-on in the 70's,

58-59.)-

. , 1

I am sure that most of you will 'recognize at least

..

, ,.,k.

one If not all of these quotations, The first and perhaps

-, ;"__

.
.,

.

Tos*e.tamiliai- is from the Souls Of Black Folk written in

1903 by-W.E.B. DuBois, the man.we honor-with this Conference.

For,any of you,who have not read this book or his other

works, I urge you.:to do so: He was that rare combination

creative--artist4a,

A .

a scholarly- social scfentigt from

whom all of-tus can still learn so much.
44.

The second selection also describes blactc folkg.' it

is the 0ricer dic -tum from Chief Justice Taney's decision

in the 1857 Dred Scott caseowhich proclaimed and confirmed

as the supreme law of-the land the status of biAck .people

as property.

rf

la this famous (or infamous) p-assage, Justice
N

ti

"as

-7



Taney felt -compelled. to g -o beyoad what *was required to

.decide the issue of the case and express this-apinio

t
shared-ily many--in, American sooieLy -- Chen and now.

. ,
,

.,

,The .
othe. r two quotes speak more directly to education.

, .

The first is from anotber=famous Sqpreme 4 --..0UrtleCTSiOn r
.

Brown v. Topeka Board of Educatlim in 1-954. thief -

Justice Waal en, s eaking for an unanimous Cort, spoke

onequivbcally about t;le-cent-ral position of-education in -

today'S society`. At.01e-same time, she-lourt'oveftuened

theelegally established segregation of 'public school
f.

facilities. Even'-though we may be disturbed. at- -the"

and nature. of the implementation of the decision, there

.

-

can be no question that this was a significant -milestone

,in the struggle'..of black people to acflieve those rights
0

we thought were guaranteed after the'CiVil War. It also

underscores -the dominant role the Supreme Coprt has had.in

o
thltsrruggle.

The float quote places. :ducation in 'the perspective

f the total. society and its relation.to-cullure. It is

only within'this larger conteiti, that I think-we can talk
..-.

aboUt educatibn.and more specifically the rolea
oI public

I
.

e

. , schools,
.

'

t

- .

.
Since^my p..rimary interest,:kike DuBois., is the

education-o-f black peoplt fethe'cuurai'context becomeS-

, ...--

.

- especially icially pernent. It -forces us to be explicit about
Y .

z

,
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ithe-issne-of a distinctilieThlack. subculture Moreover,
-

. . -

.
-, q

.

... 9
,this 'approachikeans thal we have to face the 'fundamental

.. .

.,.

4uestion, Education for. What?; _:
_ 0

4t would probably have been easier to begin with yet
. ,

another litany ot the failpres-of,thle $0ciety, ana the

putilic 'schools in particular, to prepar -the majority of

V
:black people for the complex, technological society of

Ike Tre:sent or tatUre ' On almost ariy 'goal from the-broad
. -

ones such eg-Preparation for life or participation as'a

citizen in a democratic government to the, more specific-

ones 'of reading, writing, and arithmetic, there is sub-
-

t--

.stanflal evidence of'faiLure.' A recent ,report provides

more evidence -- as though we reall y needed it -- V wh114.--

has been consistently reported over the years -: young

people, seventeen years of age in rural areas or who ar.e
-I.

&poor or black lag behind the national; levels in the 'sev,en-

subjects traditio4a1 1Y:taught in schools: sciehce,
V-

-

writiffg, citizenship, reading, lieratur,, music; and
.

Thocial,stuaies. This data is from .the summary eport of

the,the first five years of the,Nationa4 "Assessment of Educa-

tional ProgresS, a longitudinal study to measure. achieV'ement
._,... ..

levels in thejlnited etmtes at four different }age levels
_

.
a

. 1

(eight, thirteen, Aventeen, and young, adult) and.fn

. .

,

different parts of the country.. 0

4 A - _ # 1

.

'0 The unemployment -rates of young black people, even many
.

O

a
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.

who may have graduated from high.sclroal,,demodIiti-ate yet

.

, .

.
.

. again, that. the schools have not preparedpcople for the

-.

.

world, of work When the enrollment
.

of bla, ck ctin'd poor.
. .

/ . .. .
,

students in! Colleges was greatly increased_ in-the 60's
,. .

and' 70'i, It soon beeathe .clear that too mainy'of. Lhem liacIl
,

.

,

pc
.

.
. ,,

,naa been prepared for college:elthe'r. Remedial programs
......

'

seem to be needed a.t, every evep,secodd gr ade rn=>
.

sch6ols!

The argument that publirc schools-..have not beed.

. -

successful with Other 'ImMig,i'ant' groups should-not give

us .much comfort.. JAa;e been persuaded by::.the evidence
4

compiled by -critics'such as Colin .Gree and Michael Katz,

that schools have failed:to ipravide access to oppor taniby

-

for most poor children. .If,*owever; we accept the.fact

that schools are 4pinstrument /pf the economic and:.
14

pOlttical institutions of ttresociety, and ieflect the

values of that system,,I am not,sure &hat we shwUld b
1),

surpiised at the perpetuation, of the GeatSthooa Legend.

.

We should- expect that those who control what is taught,

haw. it is taught, who will be-the winners and who Will be

the losers
e

wou14.werk hard to maiptalil, thestatus qua and

the system in which they are Suttessful.

;

The orrly ayivant,age this argument might have for black

people is to combat yet another insfdiaus-argument offered
O

byBanfield.among others. ° It states that black people are,

^ -
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. i. . --

..

o

merely Ole -last' of the immigrant groups to -Mo've to -erie
.. , ,....

S a.

*, A
. + !

-

.

city. It is just .Coo bad-that we got there when all .th'e. :
t...

..
- .

,

.

- I

unskilled job.
.

had disap.pepreA. But, if we9Will. enly / 46 /

. I 4
,

b e ,'.

follow the lead of the' earli3er cimmigranes r have faith. In

- ,
- 2 ' 0 .

.
. .

4

a

'the, public e-11.061s, we wi'171 eventually make ii into the .

,. Q

,-0 o

k .

mainstreain teo: 'Since I do not bel Leve the t: we - ar-e
;
1j.p,iit

. .
,. .

.
-

a nother immigrant'. group,
I. cannot' fin& any.%-a44.erwee

,

A thiS, argument whatsoever.

0

I'

7 While additioli'al, review of this

A

Some critl:que=,of the many conflicting.And often

:exal Uations ,of .the various
projects and' programs. might' be

type -of, data ,s.

inadti..quate

4

4.-ritet,e,Sting.," though, depressing, I cannot be a part ..of this-
. ,._

.
' .

,,

.- ,

_

. .

'pioneering ef'fort 0,ponsoied I)), AtPanta Yiiiyees0.04 called

r ' ,:'. : -, .. o

-,

- ,,

in the narrieq-f...DuBOis without at least attempting .5;o, ,

. ..
. ..-

: 'restate the issues and.- sugges t a different approach on

.

,

which policy :could be based So let me now turn, to a
. ,

brief desctiiition of the -cultural

'Culture i)s a concept we educators have borrowed- -from

the anthropolo'gists.
They, like us , Seem to have

context Tor education.

cul.61 agreetriion. 1a &fintion of this
concept which- will

mean ehi same 'thing to everyone. For my, pufposes, these

tWITaeffnftione- seem to he clear and - complimentary:

'CuAture, in other words, is the way of life.

-of a society, and if analyzed further- is -

seen to consist of prescribed Ways of behaving

or norms of conduct, beliefs, "values -, and

- along with the behavioral patterns
4

4.

:\
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and 111 formities based- on these Cat gories --
*a.t1 . this ia.e,,.call '' rion-m;aterlal. cuitt. re' ".-..7.
plus,:in'7an ektension of the term, .the .

a.rtifacs created, iry.,hese skills lin values,
- - , .

14,11 i c h- ,w6 c4allk 'materiirl....cult:ure,1 ' .
C

..- . .. , (Cordaii, 'p.p.) 32-33.) " '' '''"

v . ,`,I: .

a

, .
.

. , , . ,

.,: .tssent.ially a 'cullui-e 1 s a way. of 1 L'Ee..4` l
4

4n this sense, e_v7,er y ind i'vi,d u al is a 9101 1 r
d . Every h rapidly ne:q.uiTes the

language, he habits'; the vrelig ous
beliefs, the 'gest-tires., t h"-e. t echn o 1:o g yo t he
notions of common.:sense.., .t,he at-titude's .towa -rd
sex, the concepts of toeauty and jastic'e'
responses to pleasure and pain-, of the. iker,ple
'who 4raser, him. The'se;general gu'idelvins f-qr, ,

vary remarkably from cul t.ure. to
What seems- pleasur.a.ble oust to an....Es-kiiin.`0'

may seem painful Or .to -rne; once
a person has acquires a pa.rtictil.a.i- frameW\ock..
o Vaii,es, beliefs, 'and/ attitudes; it is':
devilishly difficult to mo.dify and inpos .4ble
to erase entirely. Individults -come- apsi go-;

r.ult.ures remain. To be sure, cultures
*change soAtimes rapidly but the 'procvess
is usually measured, if. at "generatilfmri.-
and centuries. A basic axiom .that
anthropological thought ,is that.,,ctilu.re is
alway'S learned and never inherited, ,

(Keil, 10

IP

e

. 4
s

e

r.

Both of these anthr.opologist-s elaborate. on their basic

`definitions in different way,sf The-further 'analysis

F

structure and Subcultulles by Milton Gordan' is ,

,especially related, to my ideas.- "-He describes foLif
-,

factors ox -social categories which in:luence the

and continuation of subtultures in tWis ,society:

social class, 'rural or urbangroup;

of country.
1° is the

a

f o rma

ethni.t:
:-rdsidene, and region

41.
. ,.

(p. 47) The eethnic ,group, ap-coiding t
,

o 'Cor clan
.- . . ,..

primary grOuip througil.wh4ch_ individuels, galp .their
. /. . .

s
.to
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own identitty. This is where a pattern of .networks Of

9.

groups. and institutions is established. The national .

culturb is .r.efracte, through each own peculiar

cultural - heritage. Most individuals are also Member's of

a variety of secondary g -roups usually in the areas of

economic life or occupat:ton6",,civic and politidal

activity, public schools.an4 mass entertainm'aot. He'makes

. ., ,

an excellent afgumGnt for the continued ex4tence'of
. .

,

. % -

,

.

.
.

,
.

_ehnic groups in America further negating the myth of the

1

melting pot and lendti,ng'soMe support for cultural
0

4

. 'Pluralism as .a more .accurate des ription of America.

If accept Gordan's analysts, of the socia l stritcture-

of tbi society with sub-societies based primarily on -

ethnicity, /we can them ask the question' about a d'.stinctive
44 SO

.blatk subcultuxe. For me, there is no confusion oz 'questiOn.

Yes,- there is a -black culture. In fact, 1-would_iike 'to

argue-that our unique experience' in this country produced

1

i..,

a singularl-r okind f ethnic group and a unique 4' '.

,.. !_,

-

kind of culture. Let me list some of,these differepces .--
,

;

i
N,

,
- we did ..13bt. Come to this country by choice

.

-
.

.//

- we were not, hetped 'hecome.Americanized or

naturalized like the -Lber immigrants; ih

fact, everyehing Was done to prevent'oxr

ancestors from learning and assuming t'he

role of citizen

we were 'pr-evented from bringing any of-the

tangible ou ;- country with us "(the

'material tditure' described by Cordlin) - (for

,Che, most part, our ancestors m, naked which

says something about Christian: morality .

12
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- we did hot come from one country but from ,rfny

with diferent customs, beliefs,-and languages,

- we were forcibly preventtd from publicly

celebrating our,ancestral:customs (no St. Patrick's

Day, fOr us)

we were =blessed or cursed with a dark_ skin so

4 that wg were easy 'to identify and for a. few,

years at, least,,, impossible to blend into
the

a white' society

- we were defined .as properly not human beings

- ,we were ziven a
had no rational
to justify slyvery

name and an ethnic Identity which
basis except the economic need

c-

O
One- Somewhat amusing C.ray to.demonstrate conClusively

how different we.-were from the other_ immigrants is to

look at the difficulty the society had- in deciding what
-t- -

'to call us. With ever other immigrant group, a hyphenatd

1
-- , - , , '=-

-

label was soon attached, i.e. Irish-Americans, Italian- ----
------

..
.- -

. k. ;

Americans and;Lch, Even the Indians,; who may havet..' __.,

suffered more- than us, Had 'one label or d,coulnse their:

Tribal name. The problem for us was difficult enough

,during slavery,-but once there were "freed" slaves many

,

of whom lost their easily identi'fiaBle black skin. or

kinky hair, the search for app_nap-niate labels soon bordered

on -the absurd. (We have beep called blacks, Africans, black

folks, negroes ( ;wit-h1 a small 'n') and Negroes (with a

capital N) , freedman, coloredsf colored people-, Colored

Americaas, mulattoes, quadroons,-octoroons, people of

color, creoles, Eth-iopians, Racemen, Negro-Saxons,

o

13

African
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Americans, Africco-Americans, Afro-Americans, Afra-

Americans, American Negroes, Negro Americans. These are

just the acceptable names -- the list of pejorative labels

is much longer, i.e. bucks, boots, toms, niggers,

fiigras, darkles, boy -- the lists seem.endless.

The group label is important to the group in seeking

its ideptificatinm,.eo the individuals who,are a part of

that' group; .and ;,to ocilers for what it implies about the

0, 11

status ,of both individual ,and the group. Grace Sims Holt,-

a LiAguist who has given much of her time and thought to

the significant role of language in the histOry of black

folk, comments on the use "Blacks," our, most recent

label:

adoption of the noun "black"

represents a determination to call them-

selves by any name other than that used

by whites. Whites, by virtue of their

jpower, define black as representing all- 4

that's bad. Blacks wrest from whites-

the power to define; ergo, the term

'black Is made respectable and good...

forcing the 'Mainstream man' to use the

term 'black' (noun) in its more potent

form,-you create in.ilim'ulieasiness,

disc8mfort, and embarrassment, and
hopefully, as a result of that, a

realization of the full derogatory/dis'-

criminatory effect of the term as he

uses it and a<ealization of changes in

the value, form,
authority,, and honor

of the terms, the- derogaary connotation

of ib4-ack' (adjective) within the _semantic

system becomes equatabLe and comparable_

to- the despised and powerless situation

of blacks within the social system... In

caking The Man's strongest weapon and

using it t4L, your advantage, you have



denuded him of verbal power, and by impli-
cation freed yourself from the psychological
bondagt that 'hate' labels impose. Freedom
from psychological bondage forces a change
in power relations which presages a drive
for self-determinarion and status. Liberation
begins with language.

(Holt in Rappin' and Stylin'
Out, pp. 155-156.)

I will have more to say about language am(' comthuni.cation

for I agree with Grace Holt when she says, power is the

ability to redefine."
-

But let me return to those- factors which set-us a part

from the others who came to America, the land-of the free

and the home of the braves. What made slavery in this

country different from the many forms of slavery which

existed in other societies over the centuries was The

caste system that developed -- there was no Way'to'work

-oneself out =of the enslavement. There was no period of

indenture which could be complex : and then earn freedom.

Once a slave, always a slave. Freedom came from running

away or thethe mast &r who had the power to free the slave.

A'second significant difference in slavery in the

Unitgd States was the classification of slaves as property.

77Since America was a democratic and Christian country, 'the

power holders felt compelled to find a rationale to justify

the perpetuation of slavery. The government was founded on

the legal and moral doctrines of the equality of mang the

uniqueness of the individual, faith 'in the rational faculties

15
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of all citizens to :lake decisions on the-kr own behalf

These doctrines werestren*thened by the Christin

messag.e which spoke the brotiverhood of man, of love

for one's neilibor, of all men created in,tile-image of

God. How could these Christian, democratic. men iustify.

the enslavement of other _human beings? We must never

underestimate our adve:rsaries for they were:able to

devise some very clever and persuasive arguments to

support their position,'
e

The first reason was religious in jdture: "that

the Negro was a heathen and_a barbarian, an outcast among

the peoples of the earth, a descendant V Noah's son Ham,

cursed by God
4 himself and doomed to a servant forever

811...account of an ancient sin." yrCialp. 85) As time
r

went on, this argument did not seem sufficient so the

definition of. the slave as property was invemted. The

syllogism went something Like this: -11 the slave is

property like a dog or ass, he cannot be a human being;

f.

only human beings can be citizens; therefore, he cannot

be a citizen; if he is not a Citizen, he has no fights

or priviltges for they are clearly, accordipg to the

Constitution, only for citizens. This was the ,reasoning-

used in the Dred Scott decision with the added message

-
from Taney that. under these circumstances not even respect

was necessary or deserved.

16
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After the Civil 1:11- tod the ad.-Tr ion t he I tth

24th, and I -)th Amenduients- I. the- Constitufi.on, the

property argument no longer he az.,-.1 vi.-th impunity:

Fo-rtunatel for rile .1n4tlogsts, :}tits from the

rational; r ted in theolo-y and b ist iology and

ethnology t. begun pi ior the cit II this

argument med to h. eoen an,1 4--J 011 al .

Anyone coil; see that rhos with t he Jar!: :sic ins could

_

not- read, c utl_d not speak "proper" bnt., could not,.

coo.lo-t iselves

;7,J7'` ,-1

to t ;P..' , I I he

.
berween t he hark wit i It was a di! 1--..eence to

had
a'd e 1,101. cal an.f.ge.nef14:-.m;,1;eup which

'

i r -1o-d n 7 t lv;vi I 1, 1

.n - Trr t_.f 1:I t

thiti Intr tACJI ition. the beliet iu hiololikal

-

infer i,Fri; L.:out lune I tact., iL was ;Ave t, d 11 e g.!

on I i r a -Sew ye Igo by that lillost.rions un.ivet
r

up urth w ten the 110 1-i/a rd liciucationaI Rel./low published

,

Arthur -Jen .en attic le, 'llOw 1-luch Can Vie 130,141.: _IQ

Scholast i- Achievement ?" in sonic frays i it too Ind th

we cannot wproach _a,I s question in a more rialohal,

scholar} y rasIdon for Lb. re are' real issues, related to

4-

,

;2,, Iit_11 s ich shoo Id present

boo- ,r ,, re IrnILIt I Ilties of inquiry
A

4 , r4
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t

fqr.black schol'ars. Iam not even sure that we
_

should ,

\
. 0

corktinue to spend our limited resources and energies on

trying Ito refute the

-

Jenens of the world. Once we
i

.
-agcepT their premises, which 1 feel are still rooted in th,.

properV conception, we can never prove tifat we are trul

.

0

human.

The\other side of-the nature-heredity rationale has
k

,

kalso received attention over theY.years - "i.e. nurture
.

1
or environment as responsible for

-4'shaping individuals,

groups;'and :society . This side of ,the argument had a

re -birth in the 1960's when 'America re-discovered the poOr.

Michael Harrington is generally given credit for-arousing

the conscience faf American with hii book, The ptherAmerica,

published in 19 arcirjg-wit'h James Conant'is, Slums and

Suburbs, and his alarm o "So'cial dynamite/

gne only, had to look. at tIlR'condit:ods in the inner-

oities(the,neW euphemisthor.theNums) to assume that

living. in such surround4ngs had` to have some detrimental

effect on learning:" overc,roWded "apA.rtments, dilapidated

housing; high unemplbyment, female-headed household, one

,

parent families, welfare recipients, no fathers in the

house, no books, too much noise and distraction, loud

music, dirty ,streets, poor health, high' infant morality,

all sorts of diseases, disorganized families, inadequate

mothers,, men on the streetcorner, unstable and weak black

18
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7

famili. ,
dependency, illegitimacy, no sense of time;

garbage uncollected, poor lighting in the streetc

there .was no'end to the slist of "bad" .-onditions.

All of these seemed to be the opposite of the

'conditions under which the middle 'class white child

the norm by which others would be judged -- grew up. A

new set of labels entered our v. dbulary based on that

norm: the Culturally Deprived Child of Reissman, the

Disadvancdg.ed Child of Deutsch', the DefiCit *Child, the

Deviant Child, the Non-rea.b.r. In Dark Ghetto by Kenneth

Clark, all _the social and pathological arguments were

defined in clear and precise terms by a black scholar.

Blamihg the Victim became .the name of the game.

Out_of this empha=sis o» the deviant and' deficit child

grew a new justification for §elf hatred and the negative .

self concept. Soon all black children were seen.to.possess

a.negative view of themselves with no power to control

their 01411 lives or destiny. At the time we did not raise

our voices loudly to question-what might be the reason' for

the Social scientists to continue this approach._

The. 'Self 'hatred' thesis can be categorized
with the many other. mythsel-hat'a:t,e propagated

about Black people. 1-t falls withip,the
realm of institutional subjugation, that is

designed to_perpetuate an oppressive class.
For, so long .as the Black community is
perceived' as being composed or."matriarchates,%
'self -haters il 'climinals,"de.serters,

-'oversexed individuals' and the like, then the

19
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perceive-Li 'institutionalized' pathological
character is more than adequate justification
for its subordination.

(-Lathier, pp. 107-108.)-

Agai-n,may,I remind you that we should not Under-
-

estimate the power of our advers ies. The invention

and perpetuation of this myth of self-hatred reminds me.

of the myth of -the slave, Sambo the docile, -happy,

accommodating slave who did what his master wafted. Why,

if this was in fact an, accurate picture of the slaves,
3

did the master feel the need to have overseers with guns

and constantly gua,td those docile beings? Maybe he did
6

hot believe that myth anymore than the self-hatred one

but he did know that-,some of the victims would belieife

, _

and his control would be just a. little

'bit easier. Maybe some of'his-feaxs about bliVks were

justified =- i.e., that if opportunities, were-i-mfact

given/in,equal measure,,the' blacks would,"takeove.r."

`Look around at what has happened to those professional
,

sports where blacks have been allowed

football, basketball are now ddminated by black players.

Given just a littlb more, time :and opportunity we may see

the same phedomena in tennis, hockeyt and golf,

ut back in the 60's the diagnosis of the problem

seemed clear toithose who, determined policy and programs.

The following quote is typical of-the approach used,

Before we can expect any - permanent` improvement
'In the edutatIonai performance of Negro

20
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chiidien, we must strengthen Negro family
li combat the cultural impoverishinent
of,the Negro home, and eniist the supports

cooperation of Negro parents in
,accomplishing -this objective.; More
intensive guidance services, utilizing
Negro personnel are,required to provide
the socializing and supportive !tpictions
that are currently lacking in many Negro

thomes,
(Ausubel and Ausubel, in
Education -in Depressed
Areas, pp. 135-136.)

Many ms truly believed that thin was an adequate

defin tion of the problem. If only the conditions of

the g ietto were changed, equality, of opportunity would"

indeed be assured. Many of us worked -hard Co persuade

the power -b-ro-ktrr-S-That we could overcome such conditions

and succeed just like the white folks. Waybe our vision

1.1as'a little clouded to permit us= to still put so much

faith in education to change the world. Part o our

culturZ1 heritaIe was_:.showing. We still shared that deep

faith in education that our srave,ancestors .had, Because

the slave was.deriied'access to any kind' of learning for

-so long, he tended to invest-almost magical qualities in

4 w .

the power which,coUld come from education. Grier and
. (

, , ;

/ -

CoN. kbs in Black Rage express'the same thought,
,

'., To have maintained a fervent interest -in.

4 N ,education and a belief in the rewards of

:.,
tv.,arning required a majorcEof,faitir.
Black people in America have been nothin.g

if ne't,,,,,!,dealists and devotees of the'

American, dreams. It is'a source of wonder

where such,, unending faith had its origins.-

..,

,
NN (Cobbs and Crier, p*. 141.)

L



e 'Even though we may Crave 'been naive, there-were
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significant changes Which gave us reason fut hope. There

had been a series of Supreme'Court decisions, especially

in'educationwhich forced the nation tolli.re according

to its own Constitution.culminating in 1954 with what

ti

appeared to be

segregation.

the final' word on legally, imposed school

Thete was also a complete turnabout WIF. the part o

the Federal' government in regard to funds -for local

.

communities, espe'ciall.y.schobl syqtems, earmarked for

.----------41-s-a-nralitagee'and the .Ppoor:.--First-----there was the-

be

Ju.Venile Delinquency ictof 1960 wb'ich made funds available

for projects like A6bilizatiom for Youth and Haryou-ActA .

entirely,ne.6,and different approaches to the probients
fi

associated with young people. Then in 19' =4 we had the

EPanbmic Upoort.dni.ty Actyith"-its many. programs which

/ 7

have now become -household words: 40dstart, Jobs CoTps,

Neighborhood Youth Corps, Peace Corps, Vista.Nolunteers,

Community Action, and CAP agencies with that glorious

phrase "maki.sum feasible participation." A new

Vocational-Educatio'n. Act was followed-by on,e for nigher

// :oducation creating another set of,programs -- Talent

S,earch.-, Upward Bound, Special Services fox the Disad-

vantaged.vantaged. And for a while., increased schotarships and,

grantS for popr students to, go ti college were available

from the Federal dyernmenL.

tv, 4
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The climax came with the monumental education bill,

the Elementary

p

and Secondary Education Act ol 1965, with

a billion dollars_ just Title I. Just for Poor Kids. It

appeared, that for the first time, scho,ols an. t3 communities

0

would have enough money to make a%1ffferenEe for those

children who had not vqcceeded in'the past.

The federal educational legiglatien was. buttressed by

'"-a new Civil Rights Act and a wide - reaching Voting Rights Act--

--WapPeared that both the Congress an,d Exeyutive branches

were -finally joining the Supreme .Court creating a hew'

climate and laws to assure the exercise of those. rights

guaranteed in the Constitution for all ;rizens.
o

At the same time there was a' shift in the strategies

within the black community. The 1960's were a time of

ferment, of boycotts, of riots, Efre-March on WaShington,

Black Power', Martin Luther King, Malcolm X, the-Black

Panthers. There was ext6nsive desegregation of publcc

school,s,in the South despite massive resistance; continued

;...--

.

, -court actiOn. increased enrollment of ,black studentS in

,

...

,..... V

i
..

4-collegeSebpecially in white n t
tituti- ons in the north.

-A new sense of identity emerge4'SyMbolized-by natural
,.

'hairdo's and a search to di-scOver the past the roots
,

...

of-our igrican heritage.

There were many similar ties among the young. college

students who were in the forefront of this search for a

1:4.f.
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genera t_ion, phenomena. ,s e en. .1..n_ __

other immigrant groups.. Consider the possibility, still

sto ,bd substantiated with scholarly research, that a

:

good many of-the college age and young adultg of the 66's

were third .generation middle, class, defined this time by

. the larger'. society standards not-just thoSe of the black

,subculture:

/ .Their grandparents achieved middle cliss status (the
4

first generation after slavery) through professions

serving primarily segregated.communities reiatively

few gaining adMi:ttance,to predominant] uhIte colleges.

-Th'eir,eparehts had greater oPpoAunities to participate

with whites in colleges and to a limited degree'it employ-
s

ment and-even some social situations. For the most part

thisivas the gdneration of World War II when there _was a

. /

bre Athrough in the legal barriers to participation in

so liety. While socially Tills
.

s

,'?:

.

p tected from some ofsthe grOsser cligqrimiAations'autdng'
...-:=

,-.
,

.- -

genration remained

ekr4low1ing up yeahs, they were exposed to some contact
0

,w th the ,white world. At the same time, being unsure of
c.

, ,

,

:he Americanism of .their heritage, there was a denial of
.. .

their roots while still being imAssled with the American

t

tradition of hard work and individual worth. This was the

group th

standard

attempted to prove their acceptance by the

1

of the vhite society many succeeded in moving
,

24
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the_middle class., the 31.ack_B_curgeois4e. Many came

from behind. the -veil but not without e price.

This second generation also internalized the middle

.

.:. _ class values and used Dr?
Spock almAg with their white.

; .c""... .
.

.
.

..., .

contemporaries '*to raise their children. Independenc of

though was encoulaged. For some, sulficient economic

sttmxit'y permitted involvement in a variety _of Iarganizations

both dittli the-'black -c -inanity and larger wkite>-cultUre

t-
and a relatively more comfortable life for their children:

C

*

For the third generation he situation- was differ

Secure
.

in their Americanism, there mOs a tendency

evaluate the :heritage of their gra dparent:s -and slavt

ancestors. They mere willing to embrace what their

parents may have rejected tr tried to avoid. Thus mg -find.

c

`an acceptance of their.African.heritage, the adoption- of

natural hair styles, a bold insig.-tentpush fox---recognition.

as legieima'te leaders `of their. own dest14.
, .

Their presence

in mhitg colleges created.a new and different experience

for all.
o. ,

.

With all this activity- many fronts, '.why do we.

-seill...havf reports like the ome.from the National AssessmeMt?

Why .afterf.ten years of more, money for, education -than ever
,. .

. -

before, do we still feel that public school',systeL\re

not doing an adequate job, that newly appoihted black
i .

I. 1 .

.adwindstrators. are inheriting bankrupt systems?
a
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r.
.

VaM sure there- are many reasons'. I will ohj.y .cite t

two. One, for which there seems to be much"eyidence, is

that most if not all, the none -y' went to the same

/
instiions an,d people who had, 1,11 efDect, failed the

.poor for generaiiods. There was very little attempt at

basic or.fundamenth reforM:of school systems. Re,
. -

examinavionof.goals creation of new deli-ve y syStems

was not given serious consideration. The requrement
. %

that poor parents be:included may,hai'Ae come too la=te' for

#

Feal,mpact. The whole i-.4e*of "allowing" p'bor parents-

. ..-

'to do What rich parents.hnd always had.:,the,right to d.olp,,.
z... .;..

-4 :- . note.seems to me just more-evidence diat;owds:,had''still.no-t
-,

earned the rilpht_ of respect. talked,about a century ago
.

,

.,

-1
.

by Taney.-
...

.
),

., .

Gordon add Wilkerson kn their now-classic review and -'

--

.
. .

.
.

, 1,

criti-que of
..

the compensatory programs in operation in the.
.
.

Ws: cite4anothe-r reason :"

They (i,p, pompdns'atory.program) 'are attempts
to-.compensate for, or tt avetcomeFte'effectse
af-Aostlie*; differenA, of isiditferent. back.... _a

grounds. ,Their aim iso'bring children' from

lqtise backgrounds tip't.o a level where they. "can4,

be reached hy existing educational pracO:ces...
In-other iords, ,the unekpressed purpose of-

most compensatory progiins is into 'make 'dis=
advantaged-children as bueh like the Ainda-pf
chqdren witti whom the school has been successful

an our standdrd of educational success is _how

well the:y approximate Middle class children in

school pdrformance. it is not at all clear that
the concept of compensatory education is he'one
which 10.1.1 most appropriately meets- the problems
of they diadvantaged:.. Wh'at is needed is not
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so much an attempt to fill inthe gaps ,as
an arproach which asks.the question:* what
kind of educational experience is most
apprdpitjate to what these :-Iii ldren are. and
to what our society is becoming?

ePP- 58 -59.)
. . ,:

, .. 4.-`
The key phrase in (=-heir quote is,, , ".what- these:

*Xhildren aro and to what our society is becomili'g?:--11

seems to me that the framework for all of these- programs

f.or the black poor reflecetbe value orientation of a

society which is still rooted in the property definition

of black people. The labels Changed but not the

fundamental belief_that there-was something wrong with- u

t
ot.1

's theft -- the children and' their people -- not the basic

4.

. o
_

.i.nstitution.A- Of' tht- society and the cultural value system

on which it-is bai4d. We were not in a position to object
. 7.110,

. .

to the ebilier definition for we did not yet have the k

.- . .. .

. ,kind
`

of Rower which '!could have only come. from he i.Gy
,

.. .. .- . --:' .

P ,
,

` o ,provide the definition of one's past, .present and
.r"1. ,. - s 1 . - . s

futur.aq",' cEadner, ,p: 2.) P props,Ae that we,.take another.
a. '

4

6',1,
..'

look atpuBois" dolible-consciousness and see if there may

be new ways to star.. t-put& own re-detinition.
4

, . ,
. , :"'

'''..1r,
..

'
. .

' : '' 'IE, was two white scholars studying 'language of black
P ft

children who first suggested another theory a bout cult:arc

-

which would-differ fE.om either the biologisal ispferiority, ,,

Ow social-pathological,approach.es. Stephen and .1-o-an Baratz

in!,an ar i Htcte in the arVa c
,

rd- Eduational Review, suggested

"cultur4illy differen:6:1 model tylrich they defined as a
y.

2r

O
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"coherent, structured distinct American Negro culture''

otlich represents a synthesis of African culture in .

contrast with American European,culture from the time of

slavery to the present day." f(p. 127.)

While this theory seemed to offer some hope of

getting away from the property definition, it-was- Cha0:es.

.

Valentine, an anthropologist who suggested another model

which he calls the bicultural oedual culture approadh

a process- through which members-of a subcultural group

are simultaneously enculturated and socialized.in two

different ways of life.

biculturation strongly appeals to us as d
key concept. for making sense out of

ethnicity and related matters: the
collective behavior and Social life of the

Black community is,bizultural-in the sense
that each Afro-American ethnic segment
draws upon both a dfstinctive repertoire
Of standardized Afrb-Ametican group behavior
and, simultaneously,patterns derived Erdal 4::

.the mainstream culturarsystem.of Euro.-
American derivation. SocialiZetion into
both.systems begins at an early age,
continues throughout life), and is generally
of equal importance in most individual
lives. The obvious ambiguities,and
ambivalences of all this are"dfatilatfzed
and sharpened by the facr that mainstream
Euro=American culture includes. concepts',
values, and judgements which categorize

'BlaCks as worthy. only of fear, hatreci,'or

contempt because oftheir supposedly innate
characteristics.

"(Valentine, p. 7.)

'I Would like Op elaborate on.thiS bicultural theory

suggested by Valentine by describing some ofthe con-

ditions, first of s!avery andathen of the deliberate

-26.

s.
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disCriminatery system following-Recoas.tructioh, which

produced.a distinctive culture and repertoire of

responses by which black people were able to survive

and to thrive in two worlds. For me, there is

persuasive evidence that we had no choice butto create

our am black culture in order to survive pkxsically 'and

psychologically, to give meaning to life. At the same

time, ewe had to devise ways to live and to communicate
4

4!'in the majority culture under a set of circumstances
. -

different from, any other grogp in America. What has

emerged is a,synthesis of bur African heritage and

AMerican society.-- an unique dual enculturation process.

For a few -- probably more than we realize have by

conscious effort chie'ved a merging of their double

selves into a better anetruer self, comfortable in both

*

worlds, able to live on both sides-=of the ,,ail.. For

some the struggle to master both cultures seams possible

but .question whether, the,battle=is worth the prize. For

most, 'the warring ?deals, unreconciled striving- continceS

wii7h,only dogged strength sustaining.body and soul.

Over the years, there has been disagreement among

white and black scholars about the preservation of our

African -heritage-in passage and in slavery. It is true

ht,certaip elements of the African culture were destroyed.

29
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There was' no way to maintain the political and economic

institutions or narriage and family life as developed

in Africa under slavery. But to equate these institutional

facets of culture or even the tangible artifacts which

were left in Africa with the whole concept is to misin-

terpret the meaning of culture. -Here, as with many of the

mythb and stereotypes invented -by our adversaries, there',

was a reason:. Herksovits in- the opmingisttement of his

book, The Myth of Negro Past, stages,4

The myth of-the Negro past is one -of the

principal supports of race prejudice in

this cwantry. Unrecognized in its
efficacy, it rationalized discrimination,
in every day contact between Negroes and

'whites, influences -the shaping'of poliCy
where Negroes are concerned, and affects
the trendS of research -by scholars whose
theoretical approachs methods, and systems
of thought presented to students are in

harMony with it'.
-(p- 1.)

4

His voice was

however. Inst

from Glazer an

became popular

not the one heard by the policy makers,

ea& it was a statement like the following
ti

Moynihan in Beyond the Melting Pot which '

and accepted as 'truth,

But ore important, it is not possible for
"Negr es to view themselves as other ethnic

.
grail s viewed themselves because -- and
this 1.s the key to much of the Negro world --
'the Negro,is only-an American and nothing else.

He his no,values and culture to guard and
protect.

(p. 50.)

But times are changing. We now' have books like- The

Slave- Community by John Blassingame which talk about the

30
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life of-the slaves from inside the slave quarters; Joyce

Ladnerl.s insightful- study of black girls showing up in

a housing-project in St. Louis; linguist's like Grace Holt

aad Claudia 'Kernan documenting the verh.1 skills evident

in black communities. -- all are calling attention to our

dogged. streiigth-rather than our deficiencies ar measured-

by the tape of another.. Let me now suggest some dimensions

of the dual culturalization process which have developed '

over the years andhave implications for policy crfrections

in education and other fields.

For me Ole best example it in the area of language

and communicationIn many ways, the, essence of the

African culture which was preserved is also evident,

through our language. As most of you know, the African

.countries from whlch most of our ancestors 'c'ame were :not

literate societies. Unlike the Jews who carried thA

printed Torah and Bible with them.wherever they went,

our ancestors came from a different tradition. As slaves

they were prohibited from learning to read which tended

to enhance the already existing oral tradition. Charles

Keil describes how we as a grbup differ in this respect

from whites,

.., the shared sensibilities and common

understandings of the Negro ghetto, its
m.odes4of perception and expression, its

channels of,..,communication, are predominat-tly

auditory and tactile rather than visual and

literate. Sensibilities are of courser

31
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matters of - degree, and the sense -ration

or 'rationality' of a particular-culture
can't be measured precisely. Nevertheless,

the promin..:ce o_ f aural perception, oral
expressi6n,'and kinesit codes or body

movement in Negro life its sound and

feel -- sharply demarcAte'the culture from
the'irrational white world outside the

ghetto.

29.

In white America, the printed word -- the

literary tradition -- and its attendant

values, are vered. Inthe Negro community,
rmore power resides in the spoken word and

oral tradition =- good talkers abound'and'
the best gain power And prestige, but good

writers are scarce. It. is no ace/dent that

much of America'k's slang is promid'ed by.Negrol,,

culture. Nor is it strange that Negro music

and dance have become American's music and

dance.
('pp. 16-17%)

During slavery, there was a need for the-master and

the slave to develop some kind of comMunication in order

to get-the job- -done for the master and for the slave to

survive:. Here Was perhaps thefirst evidence of- "our

creative and adaptive skills:. Some- English, the language

of the master,' had to be taught -and learned'by all the

slaves no matter what their natiArepcongue. Just enough

..had to .beaearned to understand the orders given. It

seems plausible, to me that this mi=ght explainwhy colored

folks use what modern day lingiasts call a "restricted

code" i.e" short curt se ntences rather than elaborated

,--talk when confronted with whites or people in authority.

For hundredg of 'years "yessir".was su4fficient talk for

the slaves; and the master didn 't hardly'engage in long

32
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philos4hical conversations with his slaves.

form of comniunication and language developed for this

sphere of the slave's life. Evidence of this type of

30.-

Thus, one

communication cs still prevalent when some Blacks -are

confronted with the institutions of the white majority

-culture.. Could this be- a partial explanation for some

of the difficulties experienced by black children in-

school?

At the sarAe the" slave had, to develop some

protection against the physical threat of extinction and

the psychological damage of the enslavement. What better

way than to-use the white man's language As protection.

against,this kind of potential destruction. Let me quote

Grace bolt again,

The Negro had to find a different type of
-resistance in ordeF to continue to multiply

and grow in spite-of every sadistic effort
to destroy him in some areas... Adapting
to an unbearable and unbeatable system
therefore necessitated the production of
d.,special form of communication interaction
between master'and slave. Blacks were
clearly limited to two responses: submission

and subversion, since ,o'vert aggression was
puniahable by death. There, was no process

by which grievances could be redressed. White

verbalizations defined blacks as inferior; ,

whites rewarded only black responses acceptable

to them.

Black gradually developed their own ways of

conveying resistance using The Man's language

-against him as a defense ago,inat-aub-human

dtegorization. The sociocultural context
formed the basissfor the development of, in-

version as a positive and vaidable adaptive

response pat rn.

33
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Blacks clearly recognized that to master
the language of whites was in effect 'to

consent to be mastered by it through the

white definigyhs of caste built into
the semantic/social-system. Inversion
therefore becomes the defensive mechanism
which enables bldcks to fight linguistic,
and thereby psychological.; entrapment.

(Rappin' -and StyPin' Out,
p. 153.)

Grace Holt-goes into 4ome detail about "inversion" which

became for the slave .(and 'continues for many Blacks_

today) one or the most creative and t&aptive'mechanisms

for dealinvwith discriminatory situations. The heart of

the process, .familiar to every black person no matter,

where he is `in rela't'ion to mainstream culture is "the

contrast in referential and contextual functions. In

essence, the idea is to,make any word of denigration

used by thd ;power group- take on shades of meaning7=known

only to the inverter. As a-consequence, the most 'soulful'

terms of referents in black usage today are those

treditionallyhavebeenthe,t symbols of oppression."

(Holt, p. 154.) The use of-the word-, "nigger," is no

doubt the best example. We use it as a term of endearment
. ,

ps well as derision. The listenei must, however, be in

tune with the.tone of voice, the context and situation in

which it is used to understand the meaning intehded. -The

illustration of the use of "Blacks" cited earlier is

another example,of this process. One now in current vogue

among. young pebple is "1,':.d." Could use of inversion,

3
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so well developed in most black children, be yet another

reason for difficulties in school-with teachers unfamiliar
.

D. with the rules of the game or unwilling, _if they are
. .

-bilack, to recognize this remnant of our culture in their

-understandable eagerness to help childien adapt to. the

majority cu? hire?

' Another dimension of the communication system first

developed by t-be slaves and continued by the freedmen was

' .the use of nonverbal communication. -There had to be

many times when it was not-safe to speak at all, yet a
.

signal had to be given-in the presence. of the whiCe
\

'.masters. :Thus, there developed a more extensive. repertoire

of facial expressions, eye contact, body mo,vements'as ways

of 'communicaiing among each other than white people ever

had to develop, The meaning of this\behav4mr was

deliberately hidden from whites. The fact-that body

expression was hicElOy valued bY'tlie countries of our

ancestors made it easier to build on such skills. We

are all the way a black mother can communicate

with her children with a cut of*the eyes, the meaning of

standing, akimbo, the way young men can walk to convey

different maai, znd J.ocentions, the look acrossthe

room betwe,,-o oacks which makes a comment about a speaker

without a word being, spoken. Could Lhis highly deVeioped

nonverbal 1?ehaviqr be misunderstood by some teachers not

familiar with the culture out of which it has developed?
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Could conclusions be too easily reached based on faulty

assumptions? Have we as black scholars explored the

meaning and value of the nonverbal behavior of black

folk so thAt it-could be used more effectively in the"

teaThing.-learning process?

But our an. :stors did not live in jusi: the one.vorld

of the Master and the Slave. He had another life in the

slave quarters which.allowed for and encouraged the

development of another communication system. For too long-

we have accepted the judgement of outsiders as to what

life was like in the slave quarters. We were taught to l'

ashamed of whatever went on without realizing that,'-this

was` yet another clever way for our adversaries to

the status quo. lf we could be made to be leve--- as most-

that we had no past, no culture, no life
.

that we -controlled, no .1), in the slave quarters; nO

sense of who we were except as defined' by the outside

world, then control would be So much easier.

We are only now willing to look inside the.slave

quarters and the? present day b l a c k communities to see' and

make legitimate that part of cultural heritage and

deVelopment.

fl

IL was in Lhe slave,flOariers that a sense

of identity developed co provide soth basis for the slaves

1-,0 view themselves as worthy hgman beiils. Here, through a

positive group ideutification, the slave c\oulAl find-some
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.

source of personal esteem without which one cannot likrer"

T-he black community of today -- not just the "ghetto or

low income community" but the total black community

irregardless of-class or geography continues-td play

the role described by Blassingame in the Slave Community,

The most important aspect of this grd3AP.4,
identification was that slaves were not
solely dependent on the white, man's
cultural-frames of reference for their
ideals and-values. As long as the
plantation black had cultural norms and
ideals, ways of Verbalizing agredsidn and
roles-in his life largely .free from his
master's control, he could preserve some
personal autonomy, and resist infantili-
zation, total_identi4cation with planters,
and -internalization of unflattering 'Stereo-
types calling for abject ser qty. The
slave's culture bolstered h s self-esteem,
courage, and confidence; and served as his
defense against personal degradation.

, (p. 76.)

A part of that life in the slave quartefs was the

development of verbal sk lls. There were few if any

artificts, objects, or even instruments until the

slaves found ways to imprOvise.drums and other musical

instruments. Consequently, they had to depend on them-

selves for entertainment and release from the oppressive

conditions which they faced daily. The folk tales were

repeated time and time againi; New ones invented and

improvised. Songs were writ en and, 'sung without accom-
.

paniment -- work songs, joyful songs, spirituals, the

blues. Double meanings wire incorporated into the words

of the spirituals to'fool the white man. In

'37
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.

verbal gajnes were invented to psss the long evenings.

/

'Today we see evidence of these same verbal skills =-

playing the dozens,, signifying, inversion, rapping are

some of the labels present day linguists have given to

these_verbal arts. Rappin' and Stylin' Out is an

excellent .collection of language studies outside the ---

ma3orlty culfure'sdnstitutions. We need to support more

studies like tile based .on the assumptTbn that our

language is not deficient or .'bad'.English or any of the

othe'r negative labels imposed by others. We need to

--.recognize. the richnes's of '-the Language used in the black

-community as desgendant from our creative slave ancestors.

We need to.examine the verbal arts, highly developed in

most black-Communities especially by young blask,males,

t'

0

o.see;how-t uhose skills can be used as a:biasis for

learning to cope with the majority culture and its

emptfa0.s. on the printed word.

-Know-ing-what-we-doabout the'vprbal skills of ,black:

children, how couldany of us have allowed the label) of

11 wb,nverbal" to be applied. to blik children?

A second facet o,f.dur past and present that deserves

our atten07A( in exploring the validily of the rd,ual

culture'hesis is the ole of -the black church, Here in

the South, more so tan in4the North, the `continued

dominant role of the church in the life of bladk folks is

obvious. The Southern preachef continues to pkay a major
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leAership role- in bwh worlds.. It is no accident, it

-..

,

seems'-to me,, t hat our most effectiveThlack leaders have.

come out of the tradition of4the Southern black preacher.
.

.

The, urch, then and nor Vlayed a significant role in the

development of the. personality of black folks:

A primary, function of the church vas-to

nourish and maintain the souls of black

folk by equatini them with the essence cf

humanness. _Religion was molded into and,,

-adaptive made of resistance to the

dehumanizing Oppression; degradatiod-and
sufferi,ng of slavery. The-black church

deverd'ped ás the institution which
counteracted such orces:by proMoting"

self-worth and di-gnity, ,a viable identit.Y,

-nd-by.providing- help infovercomidg' fear...
."

Its ancillary functions, were'-aimed at making

Survival endurable, it was ,through these'

seCondaiy functions that Chechurch beCanie

1
.the matrix out of which black society was

to be coheSive-- by develpping the social

-contacts necessary to provide intercoursesc.

/between sitolated plantations, by providing'

an-outlet for musical and 'linguisti-c -

xpression, and above all by concealing

from the'dominating eye of ehe master th'e

activities* of his Slaves, regardless -of their -

form or'content. It was in this latter', cast

,that a language code emerged to factlitaTe

*

in-'grop.communication and codcCal blacl(

1 aspirations from -the dominant ,white Society...

The blddk church thus also served the need .

, to lie Aevipus in a.whtteorld.

...
,.- .-, After slavery-and 'the end of Reconstruction,'fhe church

.

.
... IP

. .1,
,

4
continued To play--this' role. Under the oppressi7e

conditions of Jim crow and,discrimiriaon In 'all phases

iflackjorkS still needed, to be deviousr'still,

,

needed to usi. inversion, still needed- the protection of

3 9
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their black community to develop neli2;strategies and plans

for freedom was- still to be achieVad.

We as educators need- to ,look at the various florms of
.- .

.
.

C.
.

language that were highly developid in the black-chUrch
, I

.

such as- the &al and tespgAse of thee preacher and congre-

..'gati3n., -Why n' use this form of cOmmunItation in, teaching

black children t OW to code" the- prini,d'words of.-stand-a-rd

.

Eglash?, Have our feachdrs listened to hlack ,children and

,teenagers in their own milieurto find out how they do

communicate with each other?

Let me mention another facet of our culture which

" `..illustrates the.synthe.sis of African heritage with the.

American society as a result-of the dual: enculturatiant

proceSs -- music, and more pafticuIarly," e blues and
-

jazz. As teroi Jones (Amamu Betake) -stated;

°± It was, and iis, nconceivabl6 in the'Alrican
culture to make a separationhett,reen
dancing song, the artifact, and
life or His worship 01 hig gods. Exi)ves'sio

issued from life, `and was beauty.. But in
the, west, the 'triumph of the economic mind

''oVer the ima'gih'ative, as Brooks Adams 'said,'

made.posbi,ble-thiS,dreadful split.between
life -,and rt.' Hence, a music that is an

someone would whistle whil% tilling a field-
' art'mUsic"as distinguished from something

(Jones, p. 29.)

There are at least' two books -whidh should become

.te 4
. .

;

.
. .

required reading for. anyone attempting to "find new ways to

o... .-
.

edLicate black ehildreme,-- they .differ in emphasr-S,, appear

c9ntradictory, provoke differing opinions but are important
,4
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to our understanding of .our own pasts. AamuA-Baiaka's
1-

:(Leroi Jones) Brues People and Charles Keil's Urban Blues.

9

They demonstrate the connection of black culture with the

38:

African-past and elaborate on the contribution of music

' -

--,

to mainstream-culture. These books are important for
1

their content as Well ap suggesting a process o'r method
-,.. - -

of teachii%g- learning to which 1-do not feel schools have

given near enough attention. The improvisation, riff style

` of the *blues singer and jazz xplusiciaft parallel a style of

communication and, -mode of 'thinking which does not depend

on some prescribed set'but instead calls fot creativity

and flexibility to respond to what ph,e feels id a given

situation.

-I see another advantage in the recognitioh andic:use'

/

of our heritage of music as we attempt ed)evolve hew-

strategies for self definition and --iction.

generation Middle class kids, t r products of the rack

Bqur- geoise, enjoy the same music as their b -1acb others

Out t,hirikft

in the "ghetto " We need this hridge asti ear h for
.

.
(1.

ways fo help a 1 blacks to .adapt to the dual eyulturation
I,

process: I see'a reTaffirthatio'n of whatBarakit said about

the role of Negro music alld the middle class:!

Only Negro music, because, perhaps; it drew
its strength 'and beauty out of the depths
oUthe black Tan's soul, and,because to a
large extent its traditions, could be carried

.on''hy the 'lowest classes** of tlrgtoes, has

been able -to.: survive the consta0t and willful
dilutions of the black middle class'and the _
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persistent calls to oblivion made by the
mainstream of the society. Cif course,
that mainstream wrought very definite and
very constant changes upon the form of the
American Negro's music, but the emotional
significance and vitality at its core
remain:to this day,' unaltered. It was the
one vector out of African culture impossible
Co eradicate, It signified the existence of
an Afro-American, and bhe existence of an
Afro'-American culture. And in the evolution
of form i Negro music it:is-passible to
see not only the evolution of the ,Negto as
a cultural and social element of American
culture but also the evolution of that
culture in,elf.

(p. 131.) .

'A serious study of the evolution -of music through the.

eyes ofblack people, extending the work started by

Baraka and Keil could provide .new insighti into the ways

we have adapted-tci our two cultures.

Since others in this Corlfek,enc e will be speaking
-40 .

4 ...ar)

more directly about black-families, let me only underscore

hay important this area of study is to the development of

any new approaches to education. -Robert Staples 'and

Robert B. Hill have followed the tradition of Andrew

Billingsley.and others in focusing on the strengths rather

than weaketesss of black families, Joyce Ladner's study

provides a new frame of reference For discussing the issues

of illegitImIcy, Childbirth, children and,marriage within-

the black culture. I hope that the sociologists will join

us educators as we can continue the process of re-definition

together. Here, too, the concept of dual culfuralization '

42
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.might be a helpful tool in understanding certain behaviors
1

and values where the black culture and mainstream dominant

tulture coincide and overlap.

What-then does all this mean-for the education of

'black children; for those publit school systems that are

becoming predominantly black; for the new breed of black

administrators who are being given those positions. which

have traditionally signified authority, power, status?

Let me try to summarize some of the policy implications

from what I have said; .I will not, however, offer the

kind of specific recommendations that too Ofttn appear as

a panacea or a qUick solution to deep seated, complex

issues._ If we have learned anything over-the centuries

it is.that change is constant. It is also slow, painful

and always resisted.

First andforemost we must 'recognize and continue, to

oppose the philosophy and value system of this country which\

is based on that definition of black people pronounced by

Chief,Justiee Taney more than 100 years ago. Or , the

labels and stereotypes have changed. Euphemisms continue

to be invented to perpetuate the myth. As long as we are

convinced that we are inferior; are without a past or

culture to preserve, aretdefined as p'roperty, we will. not

become powerful. Much has been done over the years, and

especially since the 60's, to shift our strategies to

4
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define ourselves. We must 'not only continue this tradition

but becothe even more outspoken and positive about who we

are, who we were, and who we will become -- by our own

tape.

Second, we need, in rejecting these past negative

labels, to seriously investigate the concept of dual,

-simultaneous culturalization. For some, there-should

be continued research into our- African cultural back-

ground. However, trying to find out how much of what we

have bedame represeAts continuities-of the past and how

-Much are newly invented adaptations to Abericas a little

like trying to decide what percentage of our present"

identity came from genes and what percentage ftom the

1
environment. In both cases il,seems so obvious that it

is, an interactional process, a both/and not a-1i) efthafellbr

process. I would like us to spend more energy examining

the interaction-as evidenced by the behavior of people in

theirinformal and formal relationships and settings so

we-can plan more rationally for .he future.

Within the dual cujturethess, there could- be fruit-

'

ful and interesting research on therole of the black

Church in the development of personalities; the black

preacher; the language codes and skills he had to develop

to live in the two Worlds: keeping "up a good front" with.

the white man and at the same time developing strategies
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-so that the slave and then the freedman could indeed

=

become free. I would-guess that the black principal

under legal segregation had to develop some 'of-the same.

skil s and strategies.

The distrust or healthy paranoia that Grier and

Cobbs speak of has been a.necessary and successful defensive

mechanism when all power was controlled by the "enemy.-6

But what happens to this distrust when the person in that

poWer position becomes a black persdn,a fraternity

brother? Are the same strategies appropriate? Because

we have not had the luxury within the black society of real

differentiation,by class, our social relationships are

different. Our expectations about roles have been con
a

ditidned by our dual culture. The acknowledged-leader in

the black church might have a very low status position in

the majority culture: What does this mean when we talk

about leadership? I feet that this framework opens a new

approach to the examination of roles and can lead to new

insights in how to prepare black people for these newroles'.

Certainly there must be more study of, language and

the communication patterns that -our children bring to

school. We have an obligation to enter into `t he debate

about Black Dialect or English.' From .this perspective,

it seems we can draft a series of new questions about

language and its relationship to reading, and the other

skills that'we must develop in young people if they are to

45
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cope with the complex, technological society of which'

they are very much a part, It just seems inconceivable
-a

to me-that "we do-not have enough- imagination, knowing

how ,skilled in verbal language our young pe'opie are,

tofin& some way to.use that skill in teaching them hoW-

to decode the printed word. We also need to look into

the role of music body movement an&Alon-verbal'behavior

in the teaching-laarning process.

we must face realistically tlie "racial

composition[ of the school populations of the large cities.

Atlanin is 82% black, Washington, D.C. at least 90% and

Detroit is close to 80% to cite only three well known

cities. What are we to do? Can we continue, to promote

only one approach to the problem of Segregation-integration?

-that one approach, the physical mixing of black and white

`children in schools throughout' a city, certainly seemed-

,

the best and most feasible approach 20 years ago. There

appeafed to be sufficient evidence that legally enforced

separation of children based on race was detrimental to

their development. I do not question that conclusion.

But we again may have been clouded in our visions,

a little like our slave ancestors when granted "freedom."

We underestimated our adversaries then and,we may have
a -

done it again in 19'54. Let us learn from the past and

,not lose'the Second Reconstruction.

4 6
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We cannot afford to,let another generation of

children go through our-schoolsunprgpared for a pio-*

dugtive future or even prepared for effective undermining

of the present system. Let us try to capitalize on the

little political power we seem to have. Let us try-to

help black people-In positions of power, like schciol

superintendents, 'recognizing at the .same timehow limi"te"d

their poWer may he. 'We can provide new data whiCh should

begin to shake the theories and ideas on which public

policy was determined in the past. This Conference is

evidence that we can re-capture the initiative of the

black scholars of the past. We no longer need to;

-apologize for ourselves or our background. We know that

we have influenced the development of this countiy even

wITIle being rejected-, Ours was a special gift' which we

must never lose as we try to become'a pait of this society

and be recognized as citizens. In our zeal to become

enculturated'in the values, andbeliefs of the majority

culture and to gain access to the material comforts which

bombard us every day on television, let us not lose that

gift our ancestors brought with'them and continues to

give some reason for education other than to be prepared

. to enter the economic competitive system.

Let me close with two more quotes from DuBois' Soul

of Black Folk which describe first that gift.and secondly

helps answer the question, education for what?

f7
, o
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Above and beyond all that we Shave mentioned,
perhaps least tangible but just as true, is

the peculiar spiritual quality which the

Negro has injected into American. life and

civilization. It is hard to define or
characterize it -- a certain spiritual
joyousness; a sensuous, tropical love of
life, in vivid contrast to the cool and
cautious NewEngland'reason; a slow and
dreamiul conception of the universe, a
'drawling, and slurring of speech, an intense
sensitiveness to them, tell of the 'imprint

of Africa on Europein America. The -re is

no gainsaying or 'explaining-away this
r.remendous influence of the contact of the

north and south, ofzblack and white, of
Anglo Saxon and Negro.

(p. '178.)

Today, we call this soul. Finally

Thank you.

We-are training not isolated men but'a living
group of men, -- nay, a group within a'group.
-And the final product of our training must be
neittier a psychologist nor a -brickMason, but
a man. And to make men, we must have ideals,

broad, pure, and inspiring ends of living,,,- -

not sordid7mohey-,getting, not apples of go43d.

The worker must .work for the glory' of his

handwork, not simply for pay; the thinkel
muse think for truth, not for fame. And all
this gained only by huMan strife and longing;

by ceaseless training and education; by I

foundingvkight on righteousness and Truth
on the unhampered search for Truth; by
founding the common school on the university"

and the.industriar school on the common _school;
and weaving thus a system, not a distortion,
and bringing a- -birth, not an abortion.

(.DuBois, p;
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